April 2019 Training Flyer
Cultural Awareness – April 11 – 1P – 4P
(Pearl S. Buck International)
https://conta.cc/2SHpiT4
This workshop is being offered in partnership with Pearl S. Buck International.
Pearl S. Buck was a Nobel and Pulitzer Prize winning author, an advocate for marginalized
children, and an activist who spoke out against discrimination and injustice. Remaining true
to Pearl Buck’s vision, we provide awareness, knowledge and skills to organizations and
schools that choose to build competency and embraces diversity and inclusion.
Goals:
1. Participants are given an overview of the Welcome Workplace guided development
process.
2. Participants understand that culture is the foundation for building intercultural
competency, the key to an effective diverse and inclusive organization.
3. Participants gain awareness of the cultural “scripts,” stereotypes, biases we bring to
interactions.
4. Participants receive tools for reaching out to others across cultural lines
5. Participants obtain tips on navigating difficult cross-cultural conversations
This training is FREE to Members and $20 for Non-Members. We want to express our
appreciation to VNA Foundation of Greater North Penn for their support of Bucks-Mont
Collaborative’s Training Institute.

Trauma 101 – May 2 – 3:30P – 5:30P
(Jenkintown Food Pantry)
https://conta.cc/2tZrMCl
Here's an opportunity to gain this free "basic training" in trauma. (Although it is a "101"
workshop, prior attendee professionals have said it actually covers more advanced topics especially in the area of brain development.) In partnership with United Way - Greater
Philadelphia and Southern New Jersey, the Bucks-Mont Collaborative offers this

valuable introduction to trauma awareness. Our presenters come from Lakeside Global
Institute (formerly called the Institute for Family Professionals.)
Be aware that prior offerings of this session have filled and have gone to a waiting list,
sometimes in just a few hours! Register now to assure your seat. Reservations are on
a first-come, first-served basis.
Background:
-We have serious problems with the overall health and well-being of our
population
-We know that exposure to trauma and toxic stress is an important root cause of these
problems
-We now have scientific evidence regarding effective prevention and treatment of traumatic
exposure and its consequence
This workshop will help health and human services professionals, educators, and others gain
knowledge about trauma-informed care.

Trauma 101 – May 29 – 9:30A – 11:30A
(Abington Lansdale Hospital) – closed session
Here's an opportunity to gain this free "basic training" in trauma. (Although it is a "101"
workshop, prior attendee professionals have said it actually covers more advanced topics especially in the area of brain development.) In partnership with United Way - Greater
Philadelphia and Southern New Jersey, the Bucks-Mont Collaborative offers this
valuable introduction to trauma awareness. Our presenters come from Lakeside Global
Institute (formerly called the Institute for Family Professionals.)

